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Introduction
This Kid’s Life is a booklet that focuses on how a child lives daily
life in a different country, compared to how people live in their own
country. This particular book tracks the life of a boy named Pablo
who lives in the country of Cuba.
When beginning your study of this booklet, you can choose to
give your students a pre-test that will check to see what
understandings or misconceptions they have about what living in
Cuba is like. Next, you can read a two-page letter from Pablo to help
your students learn about daily life of children in Cuba. Afterwards,
have them fill out a comprehension worksheet to see how much information they have retained. Finally, there are several different
activities that you can complete with your students:
1. Facts about Cuba and discussion questions
2. Word Search Puzzle
3. Secret Code Puzzle
4. Create a Cuban Flag
5. Make Cuban Art
6. Postcard Writing Activity
7. Different Lives Writing Activity
8. Spanish Phrases
9. Crossword Puzzle about Cuba
10. All about Cuba Coloring and Writing Page
11. Similarities and Differences Organizer and Writing Activity
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What I Think Life In Cuba is Like....
1. What is the very first thing you think of when you think of Cuba? Draw a
picture of it.

2. Which of these flags do you think is the flag of Cuba?

3. Do you know where Cuba is located? Write down where in the world you
think Cuba can be found.

4. Draw a picture of something you think people in Cuba like to do for fun.

5. Do you think people in Cuba like to eat fish?

Yes
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or

No
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A Letter From Pablo
Hola, mis amigos!
My name is Pablo, and I am from Cuba. Do you know much about Cuba?
Did you know that Cuba is only 90 miles away from the southern tip of Florida?
That is not far!
Cuba is an island nation in the northern Caribbean. Our country can be
found where the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic Ocean
meet. We were colonized by Spain in the 1500s, which is why we speak Spanish
in Cuba. Christopher Columbus sailed his three ships here in 1492. It is his
voyage to this region that people talk about when they say Columbus
discovered the Americas.
In 1960, something big happened. There were several oil refineries built
and owned by the United States in Cuba. In that year, President Eisenhower of
the United States decided to cancel the import of 700,000 tons of sugar from
Cuba to the United States. In return, our leader, Fidel Castro, nationalized the
American oil companies. This means that they took them over and did not pay
America or the companies’ American owners for them. As a result of that, the
United States started an embargo against Cuba. That means that the United
States was not allowed to trade with Cuba, and
Americans were not allowed to visit Cuba. The United States also made it harder
for other countries to trade with Cuba. That embargo it still happening today.
What the embargo means for Cubans is that it is hard for us to get certain
things. Many of the cars in Cuba that we use every day are very old cars built in
the 1960s, or are cheap cars built in Russia, as we are not able to get new
American cars. Our country is very poor, so it is hard for us to import new things
from overseas. So instead of buying new things, we often fix or reuse old things
instead.
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Despite the embargo, our country is very colorful and full of life!
People are very warm and friendly here in Cuba. People are very
hard-working, though we also love to get together with our families to
play. Being an island, we have many beautiful beaches in Cuba!
I live in Havana, our largest city and our capital. It can be found on
the northeast coast of Cuba. It was built by the Spanish in the 1500s, and
still has many old Spanish buildings from that time period. It was a
stopping point for Spanish ships carrying treasure back to Spain from the
Americas. Havana is a very exciting city with colorful festivals, good places
to eat, outdoor cafés, and music in the streets.
I wake up at about 6:15 AM every weekday. I eat breakfast with my
parents—usually a bowl of fruit. Cubans also drink café con leche—warm
milk and coffee—at breakfast.
I walk to school, which is not far away. Classes start at 7:00 AM. In
the mornings I usually have classes in mathematics and science.
At 12:00 PM we start a two hour break until our next class. I walk
home, eat lunch, and relax. For lunch I might have boiled yucca root with
mojo sauce. Yucca is a type of tree with white flowers and sword-shaped
leaves. Its roots are very delicious with spicy mojo sauce! Since I have a
two hour break I often relax with my mother, do my homework, or even
take a nap.
At 2:00 PM school starts again for the afternoon. During the
afternoons I might have classes in Cuban history, geography, and the
Spanish language. We also study Spanish books and poems.
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At 4:30 PM school is out. I go to the park with my friends to play my
favorite sport—baseball! Baseball is by far the most popular sport in Cuba.
Many young Cubans like me go on to become famous baseball players in
the United States. Other popular sports in Cuba are boxing and soccer.
After playing in the park, I go home to finish my homework and have
dinner. Dinner is at 6:30 PM. We often eat arroz con pollo for dinner—
chicken with yellow rice. Other times we might eat black beans with rice,
which is a typical Cuban meal.
After dinner I finish my homework and spend time with my family.
Families are very important in Cuba. Then I go to bed at around 8:30 PM. I
am usually quite tired, as I have to be up early the next day for school…
unless it is the weekend, of course.
Speaking of weekends, this weekend I am going with my family to the
Old Square, or Plaza Vieja, in Havana. It is a large square in the middle of
the city. It used to be called the New Square,
but that was in the 1500s! After almost 500
years it is now the Old Square. They used to
hold bullfights here, but nowadays it is a
place to meet to go shopping, eat at an
outdoor restaurant, or chat with your
friends at a café.
I hope you have enjoyed learning about
Cuba. Perhaps in the future you will be able
to come and visit my country? I do hope so!
Adios,

Pablo
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Questions About Pablo’s Letter
1. Where does Pablo live?

2. Draw a picture of what Pablo ate for breakfast in his letter.

3. What is Pablo’s favorite sport?

4. What classes does Pablo take at school?

5. Where is Pablo going this weekend? Draw a picture of it.
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Facts and Discussion About Cuba














The capital and largest city of Cuba is Havana.

What is the capital of your country?

What is the largest city in your country?
Sugar from sugar cane is the main crop grown in Cuba.

What is the main crop grown in your country?

Have you ever seen sugar cane?
Baseball is the most popular sport in Cuba, followed by boxing.

What is the most popular sport in your country?

What is your favorite sport?
Cuba was a Spanish colony until 1898. It then became part of the
United States until 1902 when it was given its independence. It had
strong ties to the USA until 1959 when Fidel Castro took over.

Do you know the history of your own country?

When is your country’s independence day?
The shape of Cuba resembles a crocodile.

What other countries’ shapes resemble something?

Can you draw the shape of your own country?
Dominoes is a popular game in Cuba.

What is the most game where you live?

Have you ever played dominoes?
Cuba is the most populated country in the Caribbean.

How many people live in your country?

Have you ever been to the Caribbean?
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Cuba Word Search
E D B S L M A C V E
N O X A U J V B L Y
A M F U S L H I U H
C I M E B E D K A C
R N K T K O B V L P
A O Q T C S A A E E
G E O O G N Y W L Y
U S R X A P G X F L
S C A R I B B E A N
N F F O R T S A C A

Words to Find
baseball
Havana
Cuba
Castro
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crocodile
Caribbean
sugar cane
dominoes
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Secret Code About Cuba
Solve the puzzle to find out the name of a popular Christmas dessert
that is made in Cuba.

KEY
A B C D

E

N O P Q

R S T U V W X Y Z
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Create a Cuban Flag
You might be thinking that the Cuban flag looks like
another one you’ve seen. It’s true, it looks like the Puerto
Rican flag, except the colors are reversed. Cuba’s flag was
first and Puerto Rico based their flag on Cuba’s flag.
Materials:


printed Cuban flag template



crayons



scissors



paste/glue



red, white, and blue tissue paper

Instructions:
Photocopy the following template. Your students will
color the flag first. Then, they can cut out or tear little
pieces of tissue paper of the same colors and paste them
onto the flag where those colors can be found.
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Create Cuban Art
Cuban art is based on the cultures of the diverse population
that lives in Cuba: African, South American, European, and
North American. Naïve art is a type of Cuban art that is
shown through bold coloring and childlike freshness. The
next page has a drawing of this type of artwork. Your
students can color this page and use it as an inspiration to
create their own Cuban artwork.
Materials:


printed Cuban artwork



crayons

Instructions:
Have your students color the Cuban art printable in
any colors they like. They can also add their own
designs to the picture to make it unique.
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A Postcard from Cuba
Pretend you are on a trip to Cuba and want to send a friend or
family member a postcard. On one side of the postcard, write a brief
letter and tell your friend or family member about your trip. Use the
information you have learned during your lessons about Cuba for the
contents of your postcard. On the other side of the postcard, draw a
picture of something that reminds you of Cuba. Finally, cut out both
sides of the postcard and glue them together, back to back, and
deliver your postcard to your friend or family member.

Front of Postcard
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A Postcard from Cuba
When you have finished writing your message, make sure to sign your
name at the end. Then, draw your own stamp in the box in the top
right corner of the postcard. This will make your postcard look even
more realistic.

Back of Postcard
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Life on an Island
Pablo lives in a country that is on an island. How do you think living
on an island would be? List eight differences between where you live
now and how it would be if you lived on an island.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Spanish Phrases
Here are some common Spanish phrases that you might like to learn.

Spanish Phrase

Pronunciation

English Phrase

Quiero...

kair-oh

I want...

Me gusta…

meh goo-stah

I like...

No me gusta…

noh meh goo-stah

I don’t like...

Está bien.

es-tah byen

That’s fine.

entiendo

en-tyehn-doh

I understand

No entiendo

noh en-tyehn-doh I don’t understand

disculpe

dees-kool-peh

excuse me

perdón

pair-don

sorry

Está bien!
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Cuba Crossword Puzzle
Answer the questions below and write the answers to the questions
where indicated by the numbers in the crossword puzzle.

Base

Across

Down

1.
3.
4.
5.
7.

1. The main crop of Cuba
2. ‘I want’ in Spanish
6. Country that colonized Cuba

The language spoken in Cuba
The most popular sport in Cuba
The sea where Cuba is located
The most popular game in Cuba
The capital of Cuba
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All About Cuba

Facts about Cuba that I learned...
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Similarities and Differences
Think about things we have in common with people from Cuba, and
things we have that are different. Then, pick three things you would
like to learn more about Cuba.

Three things we have in
common with
Cuba

Three things that we do
differently than in
Cuba

Three things I’d like to
learn about Cuba
©Yvonne Crawford, 2016
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Life in Cuba
Write about the similarities and differences between life where you
live and life in Cuba. Use your graphic organizer to help you write your
essay.
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Cuba
I learned these things about Cuba…

What languages are spoken in Cuba?
What is the capital
of Cuba?

What sports are popular in Cuba?
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Find free worksheets at Mixminder.com
Mixminder is a husband and wife team dedicated to providing free curriculum, worksheets and activities for teachers, homeschoolers and parents of public and private school
children. We design all of our own activities and create all of our own artwork.
We’d love to have you visit us at our site: http://mixminder.com
And join us on our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/mixminder
Here are some more free activities that your students may enjoy:
Mathbooking is a creative cross between mathematics and
scrapbooking. With Mathbooking, children can start to learn
about mathematics in a fun and stimulating environment. Here
is a free Weather Journal with creative math questions for your
children or students to answer.

Click to open

Click to open
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The Spaceship Addition Math
Craft Workshop is a unique way to
learn addition. Cut out the colorful
spaceship parts and assemble
them together, then figure out
how much the pieces of the ship
add up to. Then have your students create a space scene to hang
on your classroom wall.

Click to open

Here are 52 free cursive writing worksheets for your children or
students to use to learn and practice cursive writing. Each upper
and lower case letter has a page in which to practice handwriting
each letter and a page with fun activities for your students to
complete.
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